
Indefinite Pronouns (every/some/any/no)

Name: Date: __/__/20__

His lone pistol could not intimidate so large a crowd, and there was
________thing so absurd about the idea that the men laughed in derision,
daring him to shoot and promising faithfully to kill him and put him out of his
misery if he did.

1.
some

There was ________thing to do but to pull out the scissors and to cut off
the beard, in doing which a little piece of it was lost.
2. no

Judy did not say ________thing, she rose languidly to her feet.3. any

She murmured ________thing to the effect that Mrs. Holton was far too
kind.
4. some

When they were finished she handed them over in dreary silence, and was
recommencing the brushing of her hair, when ________thing in the
expression of the chubby face arrested her attention.

5.
some

They instead gave out a light undulating sound, ________thing like that of
skaters on ice, and the three waited to see what was behind, as the rumbling
grew louder.

6. some

It had ________thing of the same effect on the character of the nation that
the wars for the recovery of Palestine had on the Crusaders of the Middle
Ages.

7. some

There was ________thing in the tone of her voice which infused tranquillity
into his mind, and affection came in a new form to assuage his loss.
8. some

All day she thought of ________thing but how she should get rid of them;
and at last an evil idea came into her head, and she determined to send them
out into the great gloomy wood where a wicked witch lived.

9. no

At the same time the rattle and clank ________thing like that of a steam
roller told us of tanks coming up for the attack.
10. some

Mr Brookes smiled, but said ________thing.11. no
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In fact, the bull was making directly towards her, and it seemed as if
________thing could then have interposed to save her.
12.

no

________thing is easier than to find precedents and analogies in favor of
either view.
13. No

Tommy wuz delighted with the strange, beautiful flowers, so unlike
________thing he had ever seen before.
14.

any

As he and Gabriel laid all the pages together in the order in which they
were to go, brother Stephen's heart swelled with pride, and Gabriel thought
he had never seen ________thing half so lovely!

15.

any

It would be no end jolly to see the old man again-he and his father had
always been more like chums than ________thing else, and the confidence
between them was perfect.

16.
any

Cobbett's ruling characteristic was a sturdy egoism, which had in it
________thing of the nobler element of self-respect.
17.

some

But there was a ________thing in her entire appearance that seemed to
place her on a different plane from that, a plane all by herself; while, again,
there was the Spanish song which I had heard her lilt out on the water.

18. some

Mr. Bumpkin blushed now, but said ________thing.19. no

You see, in winter, when the snow lies very deep, and has hidden the
whole road so that ________thing is to be seen, those trees serve me for a
landmark.

20.
no
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